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\ SUMMARY
./
Interference of light waves is the result of the linear superposition of two or rnore \vaves at a given point. A sustained

terference of a large ntrmber of coherent Huvgens source.
spread across the aperture.
The clillraction pattern produced bv a single slit of rvicltl:
a on a distant screen consists of a central, bright rn:rxirnuu.
and alt.enrating brigirt and dark regions of much lorr.el intensities. The ancles 0 at rrrhich the diffraction pattern has zlr
intensity are siven bv

interf'erence pattern is obsen,ed if (l) the sources har,e identical u,aveleneths and (2) the sources are coherent.
The time-averaged light intensity of the double-slit interference pattern is
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lvhere 1-o. is the maximum intensiq,on the screen.
An electromagnetic $.ave traveling from a medium r,l.ith an
index of refiaction ri., toward a rneclium with index of refraction n, undergoes a 180' phase change on reflection r.then
nt) \. No phase change occurs in the reflected u,ar.e if n: ( nr.
The condition for constructive interference in a film of
thickness I and refiactive index n.rr,ith the same rnedium on
both sides of the film is given by
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fbr destructive interference
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Rayleigh's criterion, which is a limiting condition of resosays that two images formed by an aperture are jusr

lution,

distinguishable

if the central maximum of the diffraction

pattern for one image falls on the first minimum of the other
image. The limiting angle of resolution for a slit of width a is
given by O^rn : )"/ a, and the limiting angle of resolution for
a circular aperture of diameter D is given bI 6-i, : 1.22 i/ D.
A diffraction grating consists of a large number of equallr'
spaced, identical slits. The condition for intensity maxima in
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the interference pattern of a diffraction grating for normal

is

incidence is
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Diffraction is the spreading of light from a straight-line
path when the lisht passes through an apertr,rre or around
obstacles. A diffraction pattern can be analyzed as the in-
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rvhere d is the spacing betweer-r adjacent slits and m is the
order number of the diflraction maximum.

)nnalysis Model for Problem Solving
Waves in lnterference. Ytrung's dorrble-slit experiment senes as a pr()tLF.
qpe for interference phenomena invol',.ing electromagnetic radiation. In
this experiment, trio slits separated bv a disrance dare illuminated bv a singlervar''elength light source. Tl're condition for bright fringes (constructive inter-

ference) is
d
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The condition for dark fringes (destructive interference) is

dsin 00u,.
The number

m is

\ OBJECTIVE QUESTIONS
^/
[T.] Consider a'rvare pzusing through a single slit. \trhat happens to
the width of the central maximum of its diffraction parrern as
the slit is madc half as r,vide? (a) It becomes one-fourrh as wide.
(b) It becomes one-hir-lf as wide. (c) Its \,\,idth does nor change.
(d) It becomes Evice as wide. (e) It becomes four rimes as wide.

2. Four trials of Young's double-slit experiment are conducted.
(a) In the first trial, blue light passes rhrough nr,'o fine slits
400 pr,m apart and forrrrs an interference pattern on a screen
4 m arvay. (b) In a second trial, red lighr passes rhrougl'r rhe same
slis and falls on the same screen. (c) A third trial is perforrned
with red light and the same screen, but with slits 800 pm apart.
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called the order number of the fringe.
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(d) A final trial is performed with red light, slirs 800 pm apan.
imd a screen 8 m arvay,. (i) Rank the trials (a) through (d) fronr
the largest to the smallestvalue of the angle befiveen the centr:al

maximum and the first-order side mzximum. In your rankinp;.
note alry cases of eqr-raliry (ii) Rank the same trials according tcr
the distance betrveen the central maximum and the first-order
side ma-ximum on the scrcerr.

3. Suppose Yrrung's double-slit experiment

is performed in air
using red light and then the apparatus is immersed in rvater.
\\'hat happens to the interference pattern on the screeni
(a) It disappears. (b) The bright and dark fringes stay,in the

Conceptr.rai

same locations, but the contrast is reduced. (c) The bright
fringes are closer together. (d) The brightfringes are farther
apart. (e) No change happens in the interference pattern.

4. Suppose you perform Young's double-slit experiment r.ith
the slit separation slightly smaller than the lavelength of
the light. As a scr'een, you use a large half-cylinder with its
axis along the midline between the slits. \Arhat interf'erence

pattern will you see on the interior surface of the cylinder?
(a) bright and dark fringes so closely spaced as to be indistinguishable (b) one central bright fringe and nvo dark fringes
only (c) a complctely bright screen with no dark fringes
(d) one central dark fringe and tr'r,o bright fringes only (e) a
completely dark screen with no bright fringes

;<

! e plur-,. monochromatic

light rvave is incident on a double
slit as illustrated in Active Figure 27.2. (i) As the viewing
screen is moved ar.ay from the double slit, what happens to
the separation betrveen the interference fringes on the

It increases. (b) It decreases. (c) It remains
the same. (d) It maf increase or decrease, depending
on the rvavelength of the light. (e) More information is

screen? (a)

required. (ii) As the slit separation increases, what happens
to the separation between the interference fringes on the
screen? Select from the same choices.
6. A thin layer of oil (n: 7.25) is floating on $,ater (z : 1.33).
What is the minimum nonzero thickness of the oil in the
region that strongly reflects green light (i : 530 nm)?
(a) 500 nm (b) 313 nm (c) 404 nm (d) 212 nm (e) 285 nm
7.

A monoclrromatic beam of light of rvavelength 500 nm
ilh-rminates a dor-rble slit having a slit separation of
2.00 x 10-!' m. What is the angle of the second-order
bright fringe? (a) 0.050 0 rad (b) 0.025 0 rad (c) 0.100 rad
(d) 0.250 rad (e) 0.010 0 rad

8. A film of oil on a puddle in a parking lot shou,s a variety of
bright colors in swirled patches. \Vhat can,vou say about the
thickness of the oil film? (a) It is much less than the wavelength of visible light. (b) It is on the same order of magnitude as the u'avelength of visible light. (c) It is much greater

than the rvavelength of r,isible light. (d) It might have any
relationship to the wa\,elength of r.isible light.
9. \Vhat combination of oprical phenomena causes the bright colored pattems sometimes seen on wet streets covered with a layer
of oil? Choose the best ans\\.er. (a) diffraction ar-rd polarization
(b) interference and diffraction (c) polarization and reflection
(d) refraction and diffr-action (e) reflection and interference
10. A Fraunhof-er diffraction pattern is prodr.rced on a screen
located 1.00 m from a singie slit. If a light source of rvavelength 5.00 X 10-7 m is used and the distance fiom the

center of the central bright fringe to the first dark fiinge
is 5.00 x 10-3 m, r,hat is the slit width? (a) 0.010 0 mm
(b) 0.100 mm (c) 0.200 mrn (d) 1.00 mm (e) 0.005 00 mm
11, In Active Figure 27.12, assume the slit is in a barrier that
is opaque to x-rays as well as to visible light. The photograph in Active Figure 27.12b shorvs the diffraction pattern produced with visible light. What will happen if the
experiment is repeated u,ith x-rays as the incoming rvave
and with no other changes? (a) The diffraction pattern is
similar. (b) There is no noticeable diffraction pattern but
rather a projected shador,r, of high intensity on the screen,
having the same r.idth as the slit. (c) The central maximum
is much rvider, and the minima occur at larger angles than
with visible light. (d) No x-ravs reach the screen.
12. EIO Urhen yor-r receive a chest x-ray at a hospital, the x-rays pass
through a set ofparallel ribs in your chest. Do your ribs act as a
diffraction grating for x-rays? (a) Yes. They produce diffracted
beams that can be obsen'ed separately. (b) Not to a measurable
extent. The ribs are too far apart. (c) Essentially not. The ribs
are too close together. (d) Essentially not. The ribs are too few
in number. (e) Absolutely not. X-rays cannot diffract.

13, \Vhy is it advantageous to use a large-diameter objective lens
in a telescope? (a) It diffracts the light more effectively than
smaller-diameter objective lenses. (b) It increases its magnification. (c) It enables yolr to see more objects in the field of
vierv. (d) It reflects nnu,anted wavelengths. (e) It increases
its resolution.

\ CONCEPTUAL QUESTIONS
,/
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1. The atoms in a crystal 1ie in planes separated by a ferv tenths
of a nanometer. Can thel' produce a diffraction pattern lbr
visible light as they do for x-rays? Explain your ansrver rvith
reference to Bragg's larv.
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3. Explain
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{u) In vo.rng's double-slit cxperiment, l,h1' do we Llse monochromatic light? (b) If rvhite liglrt is used, hou. would the
pattern change?

7. Consider a dark fringe in a double-slit interference pattern
at rvhich almost no light energ),is arriving. Light from both
slits is arriving at the location of the dark fringe, but the
Where does the energv at the positions of dark

I &lU,lr1, .ur-, ,uou hear

d;E

as
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Iilm?

fringes go?

4. A soap film is l-reld vertically in air

in Figure

5. \{1ey is the lens on a good-qr-rality camera coated rvith a thin

rr.aves cancel.

close together do not produce an
interf'erence pattern on a distant
screen.

and is vierved in reflected light

Quesiions 931

Figure CQ27.4
Conceptual Question
,tr and Problem 71.

around corners, but not

see zrrouncl corners?

9. A laser beam is incident at a shallo'n,angle on a horizontal
machinist's ruler that has a finely calibrated scale. The engraved rulings on the scale give rise to a diflraction pattern
on a yertical screeD. Discuss horv you can usc this technique
to obtain a measure of the l,avelength of the laser light.

